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Abstract: Worldwide, hydrogen is gaining ground since it is a promising alternative energy source 
to conventional fuels, which include fossil fuel. Thus, numerous techniques to generate hydrogen 
have been suggested. This literature review describes the challenges and obstacles identified 
through a series of the publications that target the hydrolysis of sodium borohydride. This review 
present several catalysts and reactor systems for the generation of hydrogen gas using the hydroly-
sis of sodium borohydride, selecting articles in the literature that show a promising future for this 
technology, although some challenges lie ahead. Sodium borohydride has been widely considered 
as a low-cost hydrogen storage material with high gravimetric hydrogen capacity of about 10 wt.%. 
However, its thermodynamic stability seriously hinders the application of sodium borohydride to 
obtain hydrogen. The performances of the reviewed systems of sodium borohydride hydrolysis in-
clude analysis from both the thermodynamic and kinetic points of view. The feasibility of an effi-
cient hydrogen generation system, where a mixture of sodium borohydride and catalysts is hydro-
lyzed, is considered. This review aims to provide a useful resource to aid researchers starting work 
on the generation of hydrogen gas using the hydrolysis of sodium borohydride, so they can select 
the catalysts and reactor systems that best suit them. Thus far, no single catalyst and reactor system 
can simultaneously meet all of the required standards for efficient practical applications. 

Keywords: NaBH4; hydrogen; sodium borohydride; hydrogen generator; hydrogen storage;  
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1. Introduction 
The lightest element in the periodic table with Z = 1 is hydrogen. Hydrogen has the 

potential to decarbonize future energy production and eliminate dependency on fossil 
fuel supplies. It is known that the amount of heat released during hydrogen combustion 
is about 120–142 MJ/kg. This value is higher than those of petrol (about 44–46 MJ/kg), 
natural gas (about 42–55 MJ/kg) and wood (about 16 MJ/kg) [1]. Before hydrogen-based 
energy can become widely available, numerous technical challenges, especially related to 
its storage and transportation, still need to be addressed [2,3]. 

While hydrogen is an abundant chemical substance in the universe, it is not found 
naturally on our planet. The greatest hydrogen quantities are in water. Commonly, hy-
drogen gas is generated by steam reforming of hydrocarbons or by coal gasification, but 
these methods cause inevitable emissions of CO2, leading to the greenhouse effect. Given 
these environmental concerns, hydrogen gas generation technologies have been devel-
oped using other technologies such as water electrolysis, which exploit the renewable 
power from wind turbines and solar cells, but the energy efficiency of these systems is 
low [4,5]. 

Among the promising hydrogen storage material categories are metal hydrides and 
chemical hydrides. Both material categories depend upon catalysis to improve their ki-
netics. Chemical hydrides have large storage capacities for hydrogen and release, via 
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several chemical pathways, pure hydrogen gas. The group of chemical compounds con-
taining the anion BH4

− belongs to the borohydride series of hydrides. Gaseous hydrogen 
storage and transportation might be enabled by the utilization of borohydrides, as hydro-
gen-carrying molecules. 

Lithium borohydride has the highest energy density as a chemical energy carrier. 
However, between the borohydrides, lithium borohydride, LiBH4, and sodium borohy-
dride, NaBH4, pique the scientific community’s interest the most, because they exhibit a 
more chemically stable composition. With respect to lithium, there is also growing con-
cern about its availability and alternatives to lithium are sought when it involves potential 
industrial applications. Apart from being the sixth most abundant element within the 
Earth’s crust, sodium, symbol Na, can be extracted from seawater, indicating that its re-
sources are virtually limitless [6]. Some reviews of this topic have been published, but 
these have either focused only on catalysts [7] or on thermal decomposition, i.e., the ther-
molysis phenomenon [8]. 

This paper is intended to provide a short narrative review, listing in chronological 
order selected contributions that are available, with the goal of evaluating the possibility 
of set-ups for hydrogen gas generated via the hydrolysis reaction of NaBH4. It begins with 
an introduction that briefly outlines the current technological process of synthesis, tech-
nological uses including the early periods of use for hydrogen generation, along with a 
description of the relevant structures and thermodynamic parameters. 

NaBH4, also known as sodium tetra-hydro-borate or sodium tetra-hydrido-borates, 
was discovered in the 1940s in the USA, and it has been widely studied due to its high 
gravimetric capacity of 10.73 wt.%. Because of the import interest at that time, the pio-
neering work was published much later, in 1953 [9]. However, there is more to leverage 
with regards to the findings of the WWII years, when NaBH4 appeared an attractive hy-
drogen carrier capable of generating H2 under ambient conditions. In addition, “the no-
go recommendation” made in 2007 by the US Department of Energy regarding sodium 
borohydride for on-board vehicular hydrogen storage must be overcome [10]. Methods of 
carrying out in situ and operando hydrolysis reactions of NaBH4 are critical to the future 
development of hydrogen gas generation by this method. Such developments would take 
hydrogen technology one step closer to the fundamental nature of the hydrolysis reaction, 
allowing the real-time generation of hydrogen gas by the hydrolysis reaction of NaBH4. 

Under normal conditions, sodium borohydride is a white, solid powder. It should be 
mentioned that NaBH4 is not a natural compound but a synthetical chemical. For com-
mercial use, the processes to synthesize sodium borohydride are the Brown–Schlesinger 
process and the Bayer process. The Brown–Schlesinger process comprises the reaction of 
sodium hydride NaH, with trimethylborate B(OCH3)3, to make the product NaBH4 and 
the by-product sodium methoxide NaOCH3. The reaction takes place with a 94% yield 
[11,12]. 

The balanced chemical equation for this reaction is given in Equation (1): 

B(OCH3)3 + 4 NaH → NaBH4 + 3 NaOCH3 (1) 

Alternately, as mentioned above, the other process employed on a commercial scale 
to make sodium borohydride is the Bayer process, which is a one-pot synthesis. The reac-
tion to produce sodium borohydride by this method is utilizes borax (Na2B4O7), metallic 
Na, hydrogen (H2), and silicon oxide (SiO2), at 973 K with sodium silicate as a by-product 
[12,13]. 

The balanced chemical equation for this reaction is given in Equation (2): 

Na2B4O7 + 16 Na + 8 H2 + 7 SiO2 → 4 NaBH4 + 7 Na2SiO3 (2) 

This process operates via a batch mode and requires more development to produce 
a high yield. Currently, the Brown–Schlesinger method is still regarded as the most ma-
ture technology for the commercial production of NaBH4. Nevertheless, sodium 
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borohydride manufacture must achieve a substantial cost reduction before it can offer a 
low-cost material for the energy market. 

After WWII, the Army Signal Corps became interested in NaBH4 [12,13] as a potential 
source of field-generated H2 for signal balloons, and various researchers investigated it as 
a potential propellant for rocket engines [14,15]. Traditionally, a NaBH4 solution is used 
as a heat exchange medium in cooling applications. Nowadays, considering the type of 
end use and the area, the sodium borohydride market encompasses metal recovery; pulp, 
paper and textiles; pharmaceuticals; breweries; organic chemical purification; and fuel 
cells and hydrogen storage, as well as onboard hydrogen generation systems for portable 
fuel cell applications. In Figure 1. the sodium borohydride market is illustrated. With re-
gards to its use in fuel cells with portable and transportation applications, where various 
operating environments are encountered, the design of the onboard hydrogen supply sys-
tem must accommodate the characteristics of hydrogen generation. The hydrolysis system 
should be able to provide hydrogen in cold conditions, such as in winter-time, as well as 
at high temperatures. In practice, a low-temperature fuel cell works at temperatures 
around 353 K [16]. 

 
Figure 1. The market for utilization of NaBH4. 

It should be noted that the sodium borohydride market is liable to encounter certain 
difficulties relating to the hazardous nature of NaBH4 production and treatment, notably 
the dangers that sodium borohydride poses to human health and the natural environment 
[17]. 

Elaborating on the above-mentioned uses of sodium borohydride, NaBH4 is used in 
the metal recovery of most precious metals, as well as copper and nickel, because of its 
effectiveness in reducing metal ions back to their free metal state [18,19]. The silver spent 
in photographic fixing solutions is the most metal well-known recovery process [20,21]. 
Sodium borohydride is also used to produce the inorganic salt, sodium dithionite 
(Na2S2O4is), which is used to brighten magazine and newsprint grade paper and to reduce 
foxing in old books and documents [22–25]. Also, within the textile industry, NaBH4 has 
applications as a bleaching agent used for textiles derived from natural fibers [26]. For the 
pharmaceutical industry, NaBH4 is used extensively as a reducing agent in the prepara-
tion of antibiotics such as chloramphenicol, thiamphenicol, and dihydrostreptomycin [27]. 
Vitamin A and some steroids are also prepared using NaBH4 [28]. Another interesting use 
of NaBH4 is in the production of light-stable hops for breweries that package their beer in 
green, lightly tinted or clear bottles [29]. 
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In organic chemical purification, sodium borohydride is used to convert aldehydes 
and ketones to give the related alcohols; it can also improve the color, odor, and stability 
of many organic chemicals [30,31]. In term of emerging markets and applications, sodium 
borohydride has been considered for the production of direct borohydride fuel cells, in 
which it is used as the primary fuel source, without any input of hydrogen or hydrocar-
bons [32–36] 

2. Structure of NaBH4 
Sodium borohydride has a molar mass of 37.83 g/mol. It is an inorganic salt made up 

of a Na+ cation and a BH4− anion. The BH4− anion has a tetrahedral structure, with a hy-
bridized sp3 boron atom. Studies using synchrotron diffraction on single crystals have re-
vealed that the tetrahedral BH4− anion is bridged with the Na+ cation through the tetrahe-
dral edges [37,38], as shown in Figure 2. 

NaBH4 has three stable polymorphs, denoted as α, β, and γ. Under ambient condi-
tions, the cubic structure of NaBH4 can be described by Fm3 −m or F4 −3m space groups 
[39,40]. Based on diffraction data, the stable phase of anhydrous NaBH4 under ambient 
conditions is α-NaBH4, which is a cubic structure, isomorphous to NaCl. The structure 
can be described in cubic Fm3 −m space group symmetry [40–43]. This structure of NaBH4 
is illustrated in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 2. Tetrahedral BH4− anion bridged with the Na+ cation for NaBH4. 

Under conditions of increased the pressure, the structure changes to the tetragonal 
β-NaBH4, space group F4�21c, at about 6.3 GPa and to the orthorhombic γ-NaBH4, space 
group Pnma, at about 8.9 GPa [44,45]. 

 
Figure 3. NaBH4 Structure & cubic Fm3�m space group symmetry. 
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3. Reaction Mechanism 
Understanding the reaction mechanism of NaBH4 hydrolysis is essential for reactor 

design. In dry air sodium borohydride is stable but it decomposes slowly in moist air. 
Hydrogen production is realized by the hydrolysis of borohydride in the presence of wa-
ter, which is substantially aided by the presence of a catalyst, a strongly alkaline pH at 298 
K, and of metaborate by-products (28 g NaBO2/100 mL) at 298 K [46]. 

At room temperature, the reaction between NaBH4 and water is very slow and results 
in the spontaneous release of hydrogen [47] described by the following reaction, where x 
is the hydration factor [48]: 

NaBH4  +  (2 − 𝑥𝑥) ∗ H2O → (NaBO2; 𝑥𝑥 × H2O) +  4 × H2 + heat (3) 

where: ∆H(reaction)  is the standard enthalpy change of formation expressed in kJ; 
∑∆H(products)  is the sum of the standard enthalpies of formation of the products ex-
pressed in kJ/mol; ∑∆H for reactants is the sum of the standard enthalpies of formation 
of the reactants expressed in kJ/mol. 

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between the main components required for the 
production of hydrogen through NaBH4 hydrolysis. 

 
Figure 4. Hydrogen production through NaBH4 hydrolysis. 

The enthalpy of formation is the enthalpy of the hypothetical reaction required to 
form the species from its constituent elements in their standard states at standard pres-
sure. ΔH is positive if a reaction adds energy to a system, i.e., is endothermic, and negative 
if a reaction subtracts energy from a system, i.e., is exothermic. The enthalpy of a system 
is a state function associated with temperature, pressure, and volume variables. Whilst 
undergoing temperature change, the enthalpy of the system is given by the Kirchhoff ex-
pression: 

∆H = � CPdT
TF

T0
 (4) 

After integration 

∆H =  CP × ∆T =  CP × (TF − T0) (5) 

where: Cp is the heat capacity expressed in J/K; ΔH is the change in enthalpy ex-
pressed in J/mol; and T0 and TF are the standard and final temperatures expressed in K. 

As can be seen in the Equation (5), the enthalpy changes proportionally to the value 
obtained by multiplying the temperature change and change in heat capacities of the 
products and reactants. The heat capacities are constant for infinitesimal variations in tem-
perature; otherwise, the value changes with changes of temperature as seen in Figure 5. 

Heat capacities are corelated using the univariate polynomial functions, as a function 
of temperature [49], as follows: 
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CP(T) = αT + βT × T + γT × T2 + δT ∗× +εT × T4 (6) 

where α, β, γ, δ, and ε are substance-dependent constants, obtained from dedicated 
tables, and T is absolute temperature, expressed in K [50]. 

 
Figure 5. black = NaBH4; red = NaBO2; b/lue = H2O; magenta = H2. 

After combining the Equations (5) and (6), the enthalpy change is described as 

∆H = � (αT + βT × T + γT × T2 + δT × T3 + εT × T4 )dT
TF

T0
 (7) 

And is calculated as follows: 

∆H = α × ( TF −  T0) +
β
2 × �TF2 −  T02� +

γ
3 �TF3 −  T03� +

δ
4 × (TF4 −  T04)

+
ε
5 × �TF5 −  T05� 

(8) 

This is the change in the enthalpy of formation caused by heating. This is added to 
the standard ΔH0 enthalpy of formation at 298 K to get the enthalpy of formation, ΔHF at 
TF. 

Calculations of ∆H(reaction) are based on the knowledge that the ΔH of NaBH4 is 
−188.6 kJ/mol, ΔH of NaBO2 is −977 kJ/mol, ΔH of H2O is −285.8 kJ/mol, and that the en-
thalpy of H2 formation is zero, because this is already the most elementary form [51] 

∆H(reaction) =  �−977
kJ

mol
+ 4 ×  0� −  �−188.6

kJ
mol

+ 2 × �− 285.8
kJ

mol
�� = − 216.8 kJ (9) 

With the value of ∆H(reaction) = − 216.8 kJ, this system has an exothermic process, 
which releases heat into the environment, because the enthalpy of the products is lower 
in comparison to the enthalpy of the reactants. In this system, the hydrolysis reaction has 
a theoretical hydrogen capacity of 8.4 wt.%. However, in practice, because of the mass 
transfer limitation and the vaporization of water during the reaction process, it is difficult 
to achieve such a high hydrogen capacity. The decomposition time in which the aqueous 
borohydride solution hydrolyzes 50% of the sodium borohydride is expressed by its half-
life t1/2, in minutes [52]: 

log �t1
2�
� = pH − (0.034 × T − 1.92) (10) 
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The decomposition rate equation shows that the reaction can be controlled by vary-
ing either or both pH and temperature. In Equation (10,) T is the temperature in K. 

4. Catalysts 
Several factors influence the overall amount of gaseous hydrogen produced by the 

reaction described within Equation (3). 
Water is added to the hydride to initiate the hydrogen generating process; however, 

the process immediately slows down and complete conversion does not occur. In general, 
this reaction is known to be accelerated by low pH, catalysts, or elevated temperatures, 
but NaBH4 has a thermal decomposition temperature around 673 K, so an appropriate 
catalyst is usually used to speed up the reaction. The catalyst modifies the energy profile 
to lower the activation energy required compared to non-catalyzed systems, resulting in 
higher reaction rates under comparable reaction conditions. 

The activation energy, Ea, is an important parameter to evaluate the catalyst perfor-
mance. It is calculated as the slope of the straight line on an Arrhenius plot (lnk) versus 
the temperature factor (1/T). The Arrhenius equation is: 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = ln A −
Ea

R × T
 (11) 

where A is a pre-exponential factor, k is the H2 evolution rate, R is the universal molar gas 
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. 

A large number of metals have been shown to be active in the hydrolysis of NaBH4 
in alkaline solutions under various temperature conditions, including Co and Ni and their 
borides, as well as noble metal-based catalysts such as Pt, Pd, Pt–Ru, and Pt–Pd. To in-
crease the reaction rate and decrease the catalyst load required, it is important to ensure a 
small particle size and good dispersion to maximize the contact area between the catalyst 
and the NaBH4 solution. 

Since noble metals are expensive and scarce, the development of noble metal-free 
catalysts is a subject of current research, and most of these studies are devoted to the co-
balt-based catalysts [53,54], nickel based-catalysts [54,55], metal halides (NiCl2, CoCl2) 
[56], colloidal platinum [57], active carbon [58], Raney nickel [59], Ru supported on ion-
exchange resin beads [60], and fluorinated particles of based materials [17], as well as co-
balt and nickel borides [61]. Among them, Ru-based catalysts are known to be the most 
effective for promoting H2 generation [47]. 

In this regard, Damjanović et al., performed a calorimetric examination of NaBH4 
hydrolysis in the presence of Co3O4 with different amounts of water and NaOH to study 
the rate of hydrolysis reaction [62]. It was found that the heat produced under various 
experimental conditions was steady, about 240 kJ/mol. A further finding showed that 
lower amounts of water resulted in a reduced reaction rate, and that the absence of NaOH 
resulted in poor activity and a low gravimetric capacity. 

Fernandes et al., found that for the Co-B(N) catalyst, the Arrhenius plot slope of the 
straight line gives an activation energy of 62.4 kJ/mol on Co-B(S) [63]. 

Yang et al., tested the application of the CoB/SiO2 catalyst within this reaction. The 
temperature of reaction was controlled. Their results showed much higher activity, 4 
times greater than the unsupported CoB catalyst [64]. The hydrogen generation rate was 
as high as 10.586 mL H2/(min * gcatalyst) at 298 K. An aqueous solution of NaOH with a pH 
of 13 was used for the hydrolysis reaction. The supported CoB catalyst had a greater Co0 
content on its surface, and SiO2 support increased the dispersion of CoB, preventing sin-
tering. Electron donation was observed from B0 to Co0. The effect of the SiO2 structure was 
to help the CoB nano-clusters achieve a high dispersion and better thermal stability, re-
sulting in a high hydrolysis activity for the alkaline NaBH4 solution. 

Sahiner et al., tested a catalyst for the hydrolysis reaction of NaBH4, which comprised 
Co nanoparticles embedded in 2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propansulfonic acid networks, 
on the order of 100 nm [65]. The activation energy for hydrogen production utilizing the 
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Co particles was reported to be 38.14 kJ/mol, while the activation enthalpy was 35.46 
kJ/mol. The hydrolysis reaction was zero order with respect to the NaBH4 concentration 
and first order with respect to the catalyst amount. 

Chen et al., synthesized a recyclable cobalt nanocatalyst supported on magnetic car-
bon with a core-shell structure, [66] and calculated the total rate of hydrogen generation 
and the activation energy to be 1403 mL H2/(min × gcatalyst) and 49.2 kJ/mol, respectively. 
These findings are comparable to the values reported for most cobalt-based catalysts for 
hydrogen production via hydrolysis using NaBH4. Co/Fe3O4@C is a highly active catalyst 
for use in NaBH4 hydrolysis hydrogen production, as indicated by its relatively low Ea 
value. 

Ma et al., prepared Co-B hollow spheres with an inner diameter of about 260 nm and 
tested these as a catalyst for NaBH4 hydrolysis [67]. The BET surface area of the Co-B 
hollow spheres (100.7 m2/g) is much larger than that of the Co-B nanoparticles (11.3 m2/g), 
providing more active sites for the catalytic reaction. The activation energies for the cata-
lytic hydrolysis of NaBH4 were determined to be about 45.5 and 58.6 kJ/mol for the ther-
mal-treated Co-B hollow spheres and the amorphous Co-B nanoparticles, respectively. 

Sun et al., used a new approach to produce highly dispersed metal nanoparticles of 
cobalt-inlaid carbon sphere catalysts, synthesized via a one-step co-pyrolysis method. 
They reported the calculated Arrhenius activation energy to be 32.7 kJ/mol [68]. 

Zhu et al., prepared carbon aerogels obtained via a boric acid-assisted hydrothermal 
treatment of glucose, and used these as a substrate to prepare supported cobalt nanopar-
ticles. Their study found that the carbon aerogels/Co catalysts exhibited a relatively low 
activation energy of 38.4 kJ/mol [69]. 

Another potential catalytic metal, reported back in 2003 by Hua et al., is the nickel 
boride, NixB, catalyst. They found that this material is active in promoting the release of 
H2, with a rate of about 240 mL H2/(min × gcatalyst) [70]. 

In addition to Raney nickel, nonmagnetic and nonpyrophoric nickel catalysts have 
been used in the systematic study of the borohydride-reduced metal powders. These stud-
ies revealed that, in aqueous media, a granular black material is formed from sodium bo-
rohydride and nickel (II) acetate. For double-bond hydrogenations, this material exhibited 
similar activity to Raney nickel. However, in ethanol, a nearly colloidal black suspension 
is produced, which is much more sensitive to the double-bond structure [59]. 

Tignol et al., examined a nickel hydrazine nitrate complex [Ni(N2H4)3][NO3]2 with 
three morphologies: a hexagonal plate-like morphology, a clew-like morphology, and a 
disc-like morphology, in which the hexacoordinated metallic center is complexed by three 
N2H4 bidentate ligands [71]. The apparent activation energy was calculated to be about 
38.7, 48.7 and 49.5 kJ/mol for the hexagonal plate-like morphology, clew-like morphology, 
and disc-like morphology, respectively. After hydrolysis, the complexes were supposed 
to be reduced because of the reducing properties of NaBH4. The catalytic activities of the 
black reduced complexes were found to be about 48, 50 and 41 kJ/mol respectively. 

Ghodke et al., synthesized nickel nanoparticles using the thermal plasma process 
[72]. At elevated temperatures, Nickel nanoparticles exhibit a first-order reaction with re-
spect to the NaBH4 concentration. B–O and B–OH species were found on the nickel nano-
particle surfaces after hydrolysis. Their calculations based on first-order reaction kinetics 
revealed an activation energy of 69.76 kJ/mol and an activation enthalpy of 67.18 kJ/mol. 
At 320 K, the first-order model did not fit well, which indicates that the reaction order 
must have shifted to an order higher than one, due to BH4− ions. It appears that this syn-
thesis method is able to produce crystalline nanoparticles with highly defined surfaces, 
resulting in good performance of the Ni nanoparticles. 

Kaufman et al., studied the potential of NaBH4 as a precursor fuel source for a hy-
drogen–oxygen (air) fuel cell with transition metals utilized as catalysts; the activation 
energies observed were 75 kJ/mol for Co, 71 kJ/mol for Ni, and 63 kJ/mol for Raney nickel 
[73]. 
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Wei et al., used Ru/Ni foam catalysts by employing an electro-deposition method 
[74]. The hydrogen generation rate of the hydrolysis reaction catalyzed by the Ru/Ni foam 
catalyst can reach as high as 23.03 L H2/(min × gcatalyst). The activation energy value of this 
catalytic hydrolysis process utilizing a Ru/Ni foam catalyst was estimated to be 39.48 
kJ/mol, according to the authors. 

Liang et al., studied the hydrolysis of NaBH4 in the presence of a NiB/NiFe2O4 cata-
lyst; they found that a hydrogen generation rate as high as 299.88 mL H2/(min × gcatalyst) 
can be achieved for the NiB/NiFe2O4 catalyst when using 5 wt.% NaBH4 solution at 298 K, 
which is much higher than the rate observed for pure NiB [75]. The authors observed that 
the use of NiFe2O4 can inhibit the agglomeration of NiB particles and report that the cata-
lytic activity of NiB/NiFe2O4 derives entirely from the NiB active sites. However, the usage 
of NiFe2O4 support created more active sites for NiB via the dispersion of NiFe2O4 and the 
interaction between NiFe2O4 and NiB. They further report that the NaBH4 hydrolysis us-
ing the NiB/NiFe2O4 catalyst has an activation energy of 72.52 kJ/mol. 

Amendola et al., studied a ruthenium, Ru, catalyst and found the activation energy 
to be about 47 kJ/mol [76]. 

Brown et al., reported findings on the reaction of sodium borohydride with carbon-
supported platinum catalysts. According to their results, the rate of hydrogenation for the 
supported platinum catalysts was increased by approximatively 200–400% compared to 
the unsaturated catalysts [77]. 

Liu et al., produced nano-sized particles of platinum and ruthenium uniformly dis-
persed on the surfaces of LiCoO2 particles using a microwave-assisted polyol process, and 
studied their potential as a catalyst for borohydride hydrolysis [78]. The activation ener-
gies of the various hydrogen generation reactions were calculated to be 70.4 kJ/mol for 
Pt/LiCoO2 and 68.5 kJ/mol for Ru/LiCoO2. 

Chen et al., studied a Co–B catalyst, synthesized using ion exchange and chemical 
reduction methods, for the NaBH4 hydrolysis reaction [79]. The ion exchange resins IR-
120 and TP-207 had replaced the protons, using Co2+ as the ion exchange method. The 
amount of Co2+ exchanged to the resin was evaluated by measuring the concentration of 
Co2+ or H+. The objective of the ion exchange step was to achieve an equilibrious saturated 
capacity of Co2+ on the resin surface. In this work, an on-line method with a pH meter was 
used to measure the proton concentration. The IR-120 and TP-207 resins reached equilib-
rium after 20 and 40 min of ion exchange, respectively. The activation energy required for 
the NaBH4 hydrolysis reaction using this catalyst was calculated to be 66.32 kJ/mol. 

Liang et al., examined a catalyst of ruthenium supported on graphite (Ru/G) to gen-
erate hydrogen from a sodium borohydride (NaBH4) solution [80]. The rate of hydrogen 
generation was about 32.3 L H2/(min × gcatalyst) in a 10 wt.% NaBH4 + 5 wt.% NaOH solu-
tion. This value is similar to that of other noble catalysts that have been studied. The cal-
culated activation energy for hydrolysis of sodium borohydride was about 61.10 kJ/mol 
for the Ru/G catalyst. 

Senliang et al., investigated theoretical support for seawater hydrogen production in 
coastal areas. The authors focused on the kinetics of NaBH4 hydrolysis catalyzed by phos-
photungstic acid, H3PW12O40. Phosphotungstic acid is a kind of polyoxometalate with 
strong acid properties and it was selected as the active component of the catalyst [81]. 
Activated carbon-supported catalysts were prepared by impregnation with different per-
centages of phosphotungstic acid. Activated carbon offers versatility, high specific surface 
area, and large pore size. When using 2.5 wt.% H3PW12O40/C and 4 wt.% H3PW12O40/C as 
the catalyst, the maximum hydrogen production rate for NaBH4 in seawater was 880 mL 
H2/(min × gcatalyst), significantly higher than the 230 mL H2/(min × gcatalyst) recorded for de-
ionized water. 

Microporous materials have attracted special interest as a means to encapsulate metal 
nanoclusters, which can function as catalysts in sodium borohydride hydrolysis [82]. 

Jadhav et al., synthesized and investigated as a catalyst NiCo2O4 hollow spheres [82]. 
For this, the hydrothermal method was used and a generation rate of 1000 mL H2/(min × 
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gcatalyst) was observed at room temperature. The activation energy for the NiCo2O4 hollow 
sphere catalyst was 52.21 kJ/mol. 

Bandal et al., synthesized and investigated magnetite-multiwalled carbon nanotube 
nanocomposites, a magnetically recoverable catalyst for hydrolysis of sodium borohy-
dride [83]. The production rate was 1213 mL H2/(min × gcatalyst) at room temperature. The 
activation energy of the reaction catalyzed by 5% Co-FeCNT nanocomposite was 42.79 
kJ/mol. 

Kim et al., prepared wüsite cobalt oxide nanorods with a high surface activity, which 
they named wz-CoO-NRs [84]. The hydrogen production rate was 10.367 mL H2/(min × 
gcatalyst) and the activation energy observed was 27.4 kJ/mol. 

Tiri et al., used a platinum-silver nanoparticle catalyst for hydrolysis of sodium bo-
rohydride [85]. The calculated Ea was about 23.11 kJ/mol. 

Zhou et al., prepared a cobalt phosphide-supported Ru particulate nanocatalyst for 
NaBH4 hydrolysis [86]. The hydrogen generation rate was 9783.3 mL H2/(min × gcatalyst) at 
298 K and the activation energy was about 45.3 kJ/mol. 

Wang et al., used highly dispersed cobalt nanoparticles supported on three-dimen-
sional graphene oxide particles as a catalyst for NaBH4 hydrolysis [87]. The hydrogen gen-
eration rate was up to 4394 mL H2/(min × gcatalyst) at 298 K. The reaction activation energy 
was found to be about 37 kJ/mol. 

Izgi et al., synthesized a Co-Cr-B/CeO2 catalyst [88]. The hydrogen generation rate 
was 9182 mL H2/(min × gcatalyst), and the activation energy was about 35.52 kJ/mol at 303 
K. 

Liao et al., synthesized magnetic chitin/Cu hydrogel nanocomposites for NaBH4 hy-
drolysis [89]. The Ea was calculated to be 23.21 kJ/mol. 

Prasad et al., used a magnetic catalyst comprising Fe2O3-coated oxidized multiwalled 
carbon nanotubes [90]. The activation energy was about 15.92 kJ/mol. 

Figure 6 summarizes the of activation energy values reported in the surveyed litera-
ture. Their corresponding reference sources are specified to the right of each symbol. 

 
Figure 6. Summary of activation energy reported in literature, reference source specified to the right 
of each symbol. 

Taken together, these results suggest that several catalysts, including noble metal-
free catalysts, have been identified, but they have some limitations. Difficulties arise in the 
recovery of catalysts at the end of the reaction, which still remains an issue to be solved. 
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5. The Role of Method and Reactor on Carrying Out the NaBH4 Hydrolysis Reaction 
The development of sustainable systems to carry out research and tests with maximal 

precision, and which enable specific conclusions to be drawn regarding the production of 
hydrogen through NaBH4 hydrolysis reactions, is highly multidisciplinary work. No sys-
tematic work has yet been conducted on the scale-up from experimental testing to reactor 
production. Reactor design is not only about safety and manageability, but also about 
minimizing waste, and conserving energy and water usage. In practice, a large amount of 
catalyst is required to increase the reaction output. For this and other reasons, the gener-
ation of hydrogen via the NaBH4 hydrolysis reaction is cost-sensitive; increasing the cata-
lyst amount will increase the cost of the hydrogen produced. NaBH4 hydrolysis is exo-
thermic, as shown in Equation (3), implying that thermal management must be improved. 
As such, it is not only the catalytic activity that must considered and studied in detail. 

The kinetics of the sodium borohydride hydrolysis reaction are sluggish and fall well 
below the theoretical capacity. This is due to the formation of by-product mixtures of hy-
drated metaborate with varying compositions, which require excess water. Because of this 
issue, such a process is inappropriate for practical gas hydrogen generators. When carry-
ing out a reaction, multiple thermodynamic and chemical kinetic principles are involved 
in selecting the most appropriate conditions. Some studies recommend the Langmuir–
Hinshelwood and Michaelis–Menten models, as these provide a reasonable description of 
behavior for a relatively wide temperature range and are therefore recommended for the 
modeling and design of hydrogen generation devices [91–93]. 

Progress has been made in this field by using many different types of operating la-
boratory systems, such as batch systems or continuous flow systems, as well as reactors 
that operate isothermally or adiabatically, to find a suitable solution. 

Very early in the literature, in 1955, Brewer et al., described a simple method for pro-
ducing hydrogen slowly in anaerobe jars based on the reaction of sodium borohydride 
with water in the presence of a catalyst [94]. These experiments showed that the reaction 
of sodium borohydride with water, using cobalt chloride as a catalyst, yielded about 1250 
mL hydrogen in 60 min. 

Building on the interest in sodium borohydride-generated hydrogen coupled with a 
fuel cell or a hydrogen internal combustion engine, Richardson et al., in 2005, reported a 
flow reactor. This reactor comprised a hollow tube with top and bottom end caps, and 
aimed for the continuous generation of hydrogen in the order of 500 W [18]. In their fixed 
bed reactor, sodium borohydride was fed through a catalyst bed. Their experiment used 
a series of reactors to study this approach. The hydrogen generation system consisted of 
a catalytic reactor, pump, feed solution vessel, by-product catch vessel, and a heat ex-
changer. The heat exchanger was used to cool the hydrogen gas before it entered the fuel 
cell. Their results demonstrated a steady-state load of 500 W and a peak capability of 2 
kW. 

Zhang et al., studied a 1 kWe sodium borohydride hydrogen generation system, com-
prising a packed-bed reactor in which sodium borohydride solution is pumped through 
the bed to initiate the hydrolysis reaction [95]. Using a gas–liquid separator, the gaseous 
hydrogen and liquid NaBO2 solution were separated from the product stream. A large 
amount of water vapor entered into the high-temperature hydrogen stream, and to con-
dense the water vapor a heat exchange process was used. In their experiment, the water 
vapor was further removed from the hydrogen stream through a desiccant dryer before 
the hydrogen stream passed through the flowmeter. Their study utilized a stainless-steel 
reactor equipped with a temperature probe. This design enabled the authors to accurately 
monitor the temperature profiles inside the reactor. 

Motivated by the findings of this research using the well-instrumented 1 kWe sodium 
borohydride system, especially the experimental results regarding the temperature pro-
files inside the reactor under different controlled conditions, Zhang et al., evaluated the 
feasibility of such a system for vehicle applications [96]. To achieve a reliable engineering 
system was a challenge for the authors. They found that the hydrogen must be 
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conditioned before entering the flowmeter, otherwise the condensation inside the flow-
meter due to mixing of high-temperature hydrogen with water vapor caused damage to 
the sensor. In order to remove the water vapor from the hydrogen stream, a silica gel-
based desiccant dryer was used. During the reaction, the water became vaporized because 
sodium borohydride hydrolysis is highly exothermic. The amount of water vaporized has 
a strong impact on the temperature distribution inside the reactor and the chemical kinet-
ics. Therefore, it was very important for this work to measure the relative humidity for 
different conditions for reactor modeling purposes. The authors used the condensate flow 
rate to estimate the relative humidity by assuming that the hydrogen stream coming out 
of the heat exchanger was saturated at the exit temperature. Because most hydrolysis re-
actions are exothermic, the reaction heat has to be removed from the system continuously 
to prevent thermal runaway. Continuous removal of reaction products is crucial in any 
flow system. 

Oronzio et al., designed a portable fuel cell power generator with reduced weight 
and size [97]. The authors continued to develop and optimize a magnetic-containment 
reactor and a specific catalyst for hydrogen generation, in order to meet the requirements 
of portable applications. The system was run in batch mode. The core of their system con-
sisted of a catalytic reactor for the hydrolysis of NaBH4. Inside the reactor, magnetic ele-
ments were able to hold a non-noble, inexpensive magnetic catalyst. They used commer-
cial cylindrical magnets made up of sintered neodymium iron boron. The use of internal 
magnets created a magnetic field to which the catalytic material was attracted preventing 
any entrapment caused by the turbulent two-phase solution running through the reactor. 
The authors charged the solution tank with a fixed volume of NaBH4 solution. This solu-
tion was replaced with a new one when the NaBH4 concentration dropped below ∼1% 
w/v. Their reaction test was usually conducted at ambient temperature and at atmospheric 
pressure. The performance of the magnetic-containment reactor was measured in a test-
rig, showing a continuous hydrogen flowrate of 25 mL/min with an overall system effi-
ciency of about 90%. 

Gislon et al., designed, tested and optimized a system for the controlled production 
of hydrogen, which was able to deliver hydrogen flows in the 0.1–0.3 L/min range for 
more than 20 h. Such hydrogen flow is suitable to power a 10–30 W fuel cell unit [98]. 
Their system was based on the hydrolysis of catalyzed solid-state NaBH4. Through their 
experimental activities, the authors aimed to identify the most appropriate configuration 
in order to diffuse water homogenously into NaBH4 powder and to provide the necessary 
operating parameters for a system able to generate a controlled on-demand hydrogen 
flow. They tested three reactor designs consisting of two concentric cylinders and an in-
ternal water diffuser and cartridge case, with the cartridge itself being filled with NaBH4. 
In their system, the water was pumped from the bottom. They varied the water diffuser 
system in configurations for each reactor. The aim of this method was to uniformly dis-
tribute small quantities of water inside the powder using an electronically controlled 
pump. The upper flange collected the produced hydrogen, which was subsequently fil-
tered and monitored. The set of the experimental conditions such as reactor layout, input 
reactant and input flow, reactor temperature, water temperature, and sample mass was 
monitored. For temperature monitoring, a thermocouple was inserted into the reaction 
chamber. 

Ferreira et al., performed H2 generation experiments at room temperature in three 
batch reactors with different internal volumes and bottom geometries, emphasizing the 
importance of considering the influence of reactor bottom geometry on the optimization 
of water handling through NaBH4 hydrolysis studies [99]. One of their reactors was 646 
cm3 with flat bottom shape; another was 229 cm3, also with flat bottom geometry; and the 
last one investigated was 229 cm3, with a conical bottom shape. The mixture of NaBH4 and 
catalyst was stored inside the batch reactors and liquid water was rapidly added by means 
of a syringe with a long needle, ensuring the water was delivered very close to the powder 
mixture. The temperature of the reactor was monitored. Their results show the conical 
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bottom geometry significantly increased both the hydrogen yield and generation rates, 
and decreased the induction time, during the solid-state NaBH4 hydrolysis experiments. 
They gave a plausible explanation that the reactor with a conical bottom shape enhances 
the contact between the catalyst and NaBH4 powders and the injected distilled water. 

Sousat et al. [93] conducted experiments at atmospheric pressure in a batch tubular 
reactor. Their system was run at different temperatures and was equipped with a thermo-
couple and a thermostatic circulation water bath. The purpose was to construct kinetic 
models in order to describe the behavior of the NaBH4 hydrolysis reaction. They used 
their model to simulate a pilot scale reactor and to validate the kinetic model. Their reactor 
was made out of stainless steel and could operate up to 60 bars. The total volume for the 
reaction and storage region was 21 dm3. 

Marchionni et al. [100] aimed to feed a 2 kW scale PEMFC stack by developing an 
apparatus for H2 generation via NaBH4 hydrolysis. The reactor comprised a cylindrical 
stainless-steel chamber. A replaceable head piece with a stainless-steel rod whose vertical 
movement was controlled by a stepper motor was located on the top. The warm water 
was circulated inside the reactor. The initial temperature of the solution was controlled by 
a copper coil. The seal of the reactor was tested prior to any experiments using H2 up to a 
pressure of 10 bars. Throughout all of the experiments, the catalyst was totally immersed 
in the solution. At 5 bar pressure, the catalyst was capable of generating up to 35 L H2/(min 
× gcatalyst). 

Lee et al. [101] generated hydrogen from solid-state NaBH4 using a HCl solution to 
circumvent the use of a catalyst. The aim was to address the need for a portable and stable 
hydrogen supply system for integration with a fuel cell. Their hydrogen supply system 
successfully provided a stable hydrogen supply to the fuel cell, allowing the 100 W fuel 
cell to operate reliably with an electric load of 0–6 A. 

Minkina et al. [102] used a solution of sodium borohydride in the presence of Al2O3-
supported Pt, Pd, Rh, and Ni catalysts to create a hydrogen generator that ran on a circu-
lation system. 

They tested a hydrogen generator coupled with a PEMFC Nexa™ Power module 
from Ballard. The most important parameters, such as the initial working conditions and 
variation in temperature, as well as the concentration of the sodium borohydride and 
metaborate, catalytic activity, and removal of the NaBO2 by-product were analyzed. They 
reported that the circulation process significantly improved the mass transport between 
the solution and the catalytic surface. They found the kinetic constraints imposed by the 
rates of heterogeneous reactions, which are governed by temperature and catalyst char-
acteristics, were unaffected by this process. For the operation of the PEMFC Nexa™ Power 
module from Ballard, a rate of 1.5 Nm3/h hydrogen gas generation with an average hy-
drogen yield of about 98% indicates satisfactory catalytic efficiency. 

Cento et al., manufactured a stainless-steel reactor comprising a thermostatic bath, a 
reaction chamber in which the NaBH4 and the Ni(CH3COO)2 catalyst or Fe2(SO4)3 are 
placed, a water inlet, and a hydrogen outlet [103]. The authors reported that the hydrogen 
release rate exhibited a plateau-like pattern during the reaction because it was limited by 
the solubility of NaBH4 in water. 

Özkan et al., combined experimental data with a Box–Wilson statistical experimental 
design technique to optimize the reaction temperature [104,105]. Their experiments were 
carried out under different operating conditions and HCl concentrations to determine the 
maximum amount of hydrogen, which they found to be about 3.7 M HCl and 430K. 

Nunes et al., presented an innovative portable batch mini-reactor for hydrogen gen-
eration via catalytic hydrolysis of NaBH4 for small portable fuel cells [106]. The new port-
able mini-reactor had an ovoid geometry and was constructed using AISI 316 L stainless-
steel with a 9 cm3 internal volume. A Ni-Ru catalyst was used in this reaction [107,108]. 
This mini-reactor generated 0.98 35 L H2/(min × gcatalyst). The produced hydrogen generated 
1.4 V, which was enough to charge a smartphone for 5 min. [109]. 
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So far, the methods and reactors used for carrying out the NaBH4 hydrolysis reaction 
are under development [110–114]. There is no conclusive approach. Each approach has its 
advantages and drawbacks. There are several factors to understand, and further explora-
tions could advance the development of reactors and portable reactors for the generation 
of hydrogen through hydrolysis of NaBH4. 

6. Conclusions 
Hydrogen has a number of issues in terms of production, transportation, and storage, 

as well as in both direct and fuel-cell combustion. Great efforts have been made in recent 
years to create appropriate materials with high gravimetric and volumetric density for 
hydrogen storage. This short review deals with hydrogen generation efforts utilizing hy-
drolysis of NaBH4 and catalysts, from its inception to the present. Despite the fact that it 
is no longer approved for vehicle usage, NaBH4 nevertheless has potential to be used in 
other applications. The collected information shows that catalysts have received a lot of 
attention, while the other elements have been passed over. Investigations reported in the 
literature have indicated, however, that there is not a substantial reason to dwell on the 
catalyst. Setbacks due to precipitation of NaBO2, which would block the active sites of the 
catalysts, and the formation of by-products are mentioned in the literature as potential 
issues, due to their tendency to cause clogging; these issues have not been satisfactorily 
resolved. In addition to these, the concentration of borate ions in the aqueous product 
solution (which is basic), will increase, meaning that the initially moderate rate of the re-
action will quickly slow, and eventually stop. Although sodium borohydride has a variety 
of features that make it a potentially excellent source of hydrogen, it does have some ob-
viously drawbacks; for example, the hydrolysis reaction requires more water than is 
needed stoichiometry in order to keep the NaBH4 in solution. This excess water leads to a 
massive decrease in the gravimetric capacity. One advantage is that, with water, the reac-
tion spontaneously generates hydrogen. However, the method for supplying and distrib-
uting water within the reactor or system in order to develop the reaction requires further 
detailed and systematic studies. To demonstrate the technological potential of hydrogen 
production utilizing sodium borohydride hydrolysis and to move towards practical ap-
plications with higher productivity, a systematic boost is required. The pathway of NaBH4 
hydrolysis must be greatly improved. The concentrations of NaBH4 and any catalysts, as 
well as the form in which they are introduced into the reaction, the changes in temperature 
throughout the hydrogen generation process, and the amount of heat released by the re-
action are all significant factors influencing the reaction rate. In addition, the impact of the 
initial temperature is another crucial factor, which impacts on the whole hydrolysis pro-
cess. 
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